Participants that are attending the conference in Thessaloniki are encouraged to book their flights to arrive and depart from the International airport "Makedonia” Thessaloniki (SKG).

HOW TO REACH THE VENUES

By BUS (from the airport to Thessaloniki):
Bus No. 78 operates from the airport and makes limited stops. They run every 25min. You may purchase a ticket on the vending machine on the bus. A one-way ticket costs €0.60 (no change given by vending machines, it is advisable to have the exact change). For schedule and route maps, please visit www.oasth.gr. Ask the driver to let you know when you have reached the desired bus stop or else listen to the recorded announcement (accompanied by a red lit sign) of the bus station for "PLATEIA ARISTOTELOUS” ("ARISTOTELOUS SQUARE"). In order to reach both the Electra Palace and STEIN building venues you will get off at the stop named PLATEIA ARISTOTELOUS.
By TAXI:
Taxis are cheap in Greece and therefore rather popular. Depending on traffic congestion and time of the day (double tariff after 12p.m.) the ride from the airport should not cost more than €20-30. Most Taxi drivers understand Basic English, ask them to take you to the Electra Palace Hotel, or STEIN BUILDING ADDRESS (2, Kalapothaki street at the corner with Venizelou street) or the name of the Hotel you will be accommodated. It is usually a 30 min drive.

The address of Hotel ELECTRA PALACE:
Aristotelous Square 9, Thessaloniki, Greece
Tel. +30 2310 294000  Fax. +30 2310 294001

The address of STEIN BUILDING- CITY College:
Kalapothaki 2, Thessaloniki, Greece
Tel. +30 2310 224026 Fax. +30 224026